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one of a kind

PROUD TO CREATE YOUR EVENTS AT ZSL LONDON ZOO
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location in the capital city, ZSL London Zoo is a surprising, inspiring 

and exhilarating venue for a wide range of distinctive corporate  

and private events.

Award-winning in house caterer Ampersand will create an event 

to delight and excite your guests. We have 14 different spaces for 

weddings and bar mitzvahs, award ceremonies and gala dinners, 

conferences and team away days, summer parties and Christmas 

celebrations that are spellbinding and uplifting.

Your event will also offer the opportunity to get up close and  

personal to our animal residents. Talk about animal magic...

By holding your event with Ampersand you will be helping us to 

contribute to ZSL, a charity supporting the global conservation  

of animals and their habitats. ZSL is a registered charity in England 

and Wales no: 208728.

truly unique and fun...
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Terrace Restaurant

Available: 18:30 - 00:00

Reception Min 300 | Max 700

Dining Min 120 | Max 180

The contemporary Terrace Restaurant is ZSL London Zoo’s premier 

evening dining venue, housed in the historic Regents Building and 

perfect for large-scale events. This visually stunning space boasts a 

soaring double-height ceiling with an impressive mezzanine floor 

which leads onto an upper terrace deck offering unrivalled views 

across the Zoo. 

With its spacious and lofty interior, generous bar and mezzanine 

floor, the Terrace Restaurant can accommodate up to 700 guests 

for a reception, or up to 180 for fine dining. Dancing in this space is 

irresistible, as is an animal encounter - our animal residents may even 

inspire some new moves!

CAPACITIES

dinner 
180

reception
700

with dramatic backdrops...Minimum numbers will apply for all event spaces.
Timings are flexible but subject to additional charges.
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 and wonderful outside space in the heart of the capital
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BARTLETT SUITE CAPACITIES

theatre
50

boardroom
30

reception
50

Huxley Theatre and Bartlett Suite

Available: 09:00 - 17:00 and 18:00 - 00:00

Huxley Theatre Min no. 65 | Max no. 250 (theatre style only)

Barlett Suite Min no. 20 | Max no. 50

These two adjoining function spaces are perfect for corporate 

meetings or educational presentations and can be booked separately 

or as one. Whilst the Huxley Lecture Theatre features traditional fixed 

tiered seating, the Bartlett Suite is more versatile and can be used 

either as a boardroom, additional seating for the theatre or simply 

as a breakout area. The private foyer lets in plenty of natural daylight 

and is ideal for refreshments and registration. 

When it’s time to be serious, to educate, inform or enlighten, these 

professional and fully equipped suites will help focus minds, stimulate 

thought and unlock potential.

tailor-made rooms and suites cabaret 
40

Minimum numbers will apply for all event spaces.
Timings are flexible but subject to additional charges.
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Animal houses

Available: 18:30 - 23:00*

Reception Min no. 50 | Max no. 350

The Zoo is all about animals and an event in one of the animal houses 

is an incomparable experience. With a choice of several houses 

including Tiger Territory, the Attenborough Komodo Dragon House 

and Penguin Beach, it is the ideal way to wow your guests and create 

a truly unforgettable event.

We provide exclusive evening hire of a number of different animal 

houses once the Zoo closes which can be booked individually or in 

conjunction with a suite. Whether you want to start your evening 

by networking and socialising alongside some of the world’s most 

fascinating animals or end your time with us in style with drinks and 

canapés and a unique animal, we have the venue for you.

CAPACITIES

reception
350

*Seasonal restrictions apply.
Minimum numbers will apply for all event spaces.
Timings are flexible but subject to additional charges. playful and inspiring places...
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and mouthwatering delights
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Available: 09:00 - 17:00 and 18:00 - 00:00

Min no. 110 | Max no. 300

Elegant and refined, the Prince Albert Suite is set in a Georgian 

building that combines classic grandeur with contemporary comforts. 

Decorated in sophisticated style with a neutral palette of greys, 

creams and whites, this room also has its own fixed bar, masses of 

natural daylight and a traditionally high ceiling. 

With its spectacular terrace balcony overlooking Regent’s Park and 

the Zoo’s iconic Penguin Beach, this versatile space for up to 300 

guests can be configured in many different ways, creating the perfect 

setting for stylish conferences, weddings, summer parties, dinners 

and drinks receptions.

CAPACITIES

theatre
300

dinner 
260

boardroom
70

reception
300

cabaret 
240

elegant and refined Minimum numbers will apply for all event spaces.
Timings are flexible but subject to additional charges.
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Animal encounters

Why not put one of our animal residents at the top of your invitation 

list? They’ll be delighted to attend, along with their keeper of course.  

Animals such as Ande the Llama, Roo and Liam the Meerkats and 

Jack the Armadillo (to name but a few) are available for daytime 

and evening bookings and will turn your special event into a truly 

memorable and unusual experience.  

A guest from the animal kingdom could launch your event by meeting 

and greeting your guests, make a surprise appearance during a break, 

or appear later on to send your guests home with a smile on their 

face, a glow in their heart and a memory that will last forever. 

Our event specialists can discuss animal availability with you - from 

creepy and crawly, to fluffy and friendly, little and large.

with networking opportunities...
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and exotic experiences at every turn
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discover their inner courage...

Team building days

When you’re organising an event to boost morale, strengthen 

teamwork and inspire news ways of thinking, you need a venue to fire 

people up with excitement and energy. That’s why ZSL London Zoo is 

so popular with corporate clients - we know the venue can surprise 

and exceed expectations every time.

Our team of experienced event coordinators will work closely with 

you to create a bespoke programme for your specific requirements, 

and even more besides.

We offer a range of acclaimed team-building events such as I’m a 

Delegate - Get Me Out of Here!, a bespoke GPS challenge and the 

Zoo’s ever popular Treasure Hunt, but if you have ideas of your own, 

we’d love to hear those too. 

All prices are an addition to standard catering and room hire spend.
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CAPACITIES

theatre
60

dinner 
50

boardroom
40

reception
80

cabaret 
40

Garden Room

Available: 09:00 - 17:00 and 18:00 - 00:00

Min no. 20 | Max no. 80

Positioned next to the Terrace Restaurant to the side of the beautiful 

Georgian building, this space offers attractive views of our members’ 

lawn and patio and lets in plenty of natural daylight.  

Smaller in scale than our other spaces and available for daytime or 

evening hire, the Garden Room can accommodate between 20 and 

80 guests making it the perfect choice for more intimate occasions: 

training sessions, in-depth meetings, fine dining, stylish soirées,  

fun-packed parties and relaxed receptions.

Minimum numbers will apply for all event spaces.
Timings are flexible but subject to additional charges. private and stylish
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with a rare and intimate outlook 
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Available: 09:00 - 17:00 and 18:00 - 23:00

Min no. 65 | Max no. 120

This classical Grade II listed building in the heart of leafy London 

overlooks the Australian outback with dry red earth and rocky 

outcrops, where kangaroos, wallabies and emus roam free. A 

little further afield you may even get a tantalising glimpse of the 

Indonesian Tiger Territory.

With such an unusual and dramatic backdrop, its own eye-catching 

curves, floor-to-ceiling windows and warm neutral décor, the Mappin 

Pavilion makes an ideal setting for corporate functions, summer 

barbecues, Christmas parties and other private celebrations.

spacious and contemporary...

CAPACITIES

theatre
80

dinner 
90

boardroom
30

reception
120

cabaret 
70

Minimum numbers will apply for all event spaces.
Timings are flexible but subject to additional charges.
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Award-winning catering

Catering for your event at ZSL London Zoo will be provided by 

Ampersand, the prestigious catering and events company that caters 

exclusively for events and special occasions at many of London’s  

most iconic locations.

Ampersand use the finest, carefully-sourced seasonal ingredients 

to create dishes that are visually stunning and memorably 

mouthwatering, ensuring that whatever you choose reflects the 

unique personality of your company or special event.

Guaranteed to delight your guests, your menu can be as formal 

or informal as you wish. We also cater for Asian events with our 

specialist Asian catering partner Dawat. Whatever your style or 

culture, we will create food to capture your imagination and  

exceed your expectations.

where feeding time becomes fine dining
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...ZSL London Zoo is the perfect venue
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PROUD TO CREATE YOUR EVENTS AT ZSL LONDON ZOO

To enquire about your event please call 020 7449 6562

OUTER CIRCLE, REGENT’S PARK, LONDON NW1 4RY
020 7449 6562   FUNCTIONS@ZSL.ORG   ZSL.ORG/FUNCTIONS   @ZSLCATERING

 CAMDEN TOWN / REGENT’S PARK / BAKER STREET    CAMDEN ROAD
HEATHROW AIRPORT (40 mins drive)

a kingdom beyond your dreams


